BCX-F10
2D Mobile Phone Scanner

Product Overview:
When it comes to desktop scanning for kiosks, bars and
cafes, the BCX-F10 is extremely capable and
dependable. Able to read all 1D and 2D codes, the scan
engine is ideally suited to scan from mobile phone
screens as well as ticket stubs and loyalty cards. The
BCX-F10 is also extremely user-friendly, making it perfect
for applications such as airport check-in desks where
allowing customers to self-serve can save time and
reduce queue sizes.
If your client runs a cafe or bar, QR codes for various
promotions can be read instantly, and the plug and play
compatibility of the BCX-F10 makes for an extremely
easy setup process. The BCX-F10 can be attached to
any existing terminal via USB to get your client and their
team up and running in no time.

Reasons to buy:
✴ Desktop 2D mobile phone scanner, ideal for
clubs and bars to read loyalty codes.
✴ Self induction scanning, easy for customer to
use. Ideal for airport check-in desks.
✴ Easily reads QR codes for promotions in
retail/cafes.
✴ Plug and play USB connection.

BCX-F10
2D Mobile Phone Scanner
Key Features:
Easy self-service

Scan in all lighting conditions

With its versatile presentation mode, the BCX-F10
lets customers take control and scan barcodes
from their mobile phones with ease.

From paper to screen, the BCX-F10 is smart
enough to switch on its own background lighting to
ensure the perfect light conditions for a quick and
easy read.

Your own custom branding

East to install

Personalise the BCX-F10 to represent your clients'
brand or an exclusive event they are attending.
Alternatively, you can use the space to add user
instructions for newer members of staff.

The BCX-F10 is a USB plug and play device, so it
can be moved from one PC to another with ease.
This is especially useful for events or access
applications.

Ideal for…
Loyalty/reward schemes - Ticketing - Coupon reading - Payment - Access control
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